ACCESS CONTROL

Google & Microsoft Outlook
Calendar Integration – Now
Available in infinias CLOUD
infinias CLOUD makes Managing Schedule
Overrides EASY
Creating and managing
schedules, especially the
exceptions, is notoriously
one of the most complex
tasks within access control
applications; especially for
schools and churches.
Schools have to create exception schedules or schedule
overrides for PTO Meetings, Sporting Events, Snow Days,
Extra-curricular Events, and more.

Why infinias CLOUD?
infinias CLOUD is the only access control solution that
integrates with Google Calendar and Microsoft Outlook
Exchange Calendar, making managing exceptions as painless
as possible.
Without having to learn the complex aspects of an access
control system, end users can use an application they are
already familiar with. And integrators save time and money on
a solution that requires zero end user training.

How does it work?

Manage the Exception and the
Rule with
You can easily manage:
§§ Exception and Holiday Schedules
§§ Turning on/off lights
§§ Turning on/off HVAC
No room for error. Eliminates unnecessary user actions and
staff training on managing schedules in access software.
No specialized training or staff required. The start time or
reminder time of the meeting will trigger a specific rule in
infinias to override the default lock schedule for any door(s).
at the end of the meeting the doors will revert back to their
normal state.

No End User Training Required
Schools, Churches, and Community Centers, can now keep
their businesses safe without having to provide security
management training to their staff.

Simply schedule a meeting in Outlook or with the resource
location name that ties to specific rules in infinias, and you’re
done! infinias takes care of all the scheduling work and actions
in the background.
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